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Roman technical practices that went out of common use in northern
Europe during the Middle Ages were long thought to be forgotten after the
fall of Rome. But in limited areas some of these techniques remained part
of living traditions. One of them is the subject of this paper: the formula
for hydraulic mortar. Its “rediscovery” in the eighteenth century was as-
sumed to be a recovery of a lost art, but was really part of a longer process
of reproduction and formalization. The “secret” of hydraulic mortar was
apparently maintained throughout the Middle Ages as tacit knowledge, and
techniques for making it were already starting to be formalized in the sev-
enteenth century.

Hydraulic cement had been used extensively by the Romans. It was
employed, for example, to build a new seaport for the city of Rome at Ostia.
Masons added a volcanic ash called pozzolan to the conventional mixture
of lime and sand to create cement that would harden under water. This
material was durable as well as versatile, so the Romans also used it for con-
struction on land, and even added pozzolan to their plaster.1
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1. Vitruvius, The Ten Books on Architecture, trans. Morris Hickey Morgan (New York,
1960), especially 46–49; Lesley Adkins and Roy Adkins, Handbook to Life in Ancient Rome
(Oxford, 1994), 190–92. The Romans also used pozzolan in plasters for the interior of
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After the fall of Rome, masons in most parts of northern Europe stopped
using this durable cement for construction. This led to the assumption that
the secrets of Roman cement had been lost. There seemed few ways to
explain how the technique could have survived the Middle Ages. Based on
this supposition, eighteenth-century experimentalists “rediscovered” hy-
draulic mortar. But the canonical story of technical amnesia has been chal-
lenged by new evidence of continuity from classical times2 and the growing
literature on medieval memory techniques.3 Roman engineering did not dis-
appear simply because Rome fell. Some techniques entered oral culture,
moving outside the textual realm of classicists,4 and were stripped of their
provenance. In this paper, I will examine hydraulic cement as a case in point,
drawing on data about the use of this mortar for building the Canal du Midi.

Remembering Hydraulic Cement

In 1670, the entrepreneur for the Canal du Midi, Pierre-Paul Riquet,
imported pozzolan from Italy to make hydraulic mortar. He wanted it to
erect a strong seawall for the terminus of the canal—the port at Sète (then
Cette)—as the military engineer and chevalier Louis-Nicolas de Clerville
had recommended.5 The entrepreneur wrote to Jean-Baptiste Colbert, his
patron and minister of the treasury, to say that a ship was on its way to Italy
to acquire the (volcanic) sand.6

buildings and in mortar for walls; see Roberto Marta, Tecnica costruttiva romana: Roman
Building Techniques (Rome, 1991), 5, 18.

2. Pamela H. Smith, The Body of the Artisan: Art and Experience in the Scientific
Revolution (Chicago, 2004). See also Chandra Mukerji, “Women Engineers and the
Culture of the Pyrenees,” in Knowledge and Its Making in Europe, 1500–1800, ed. Pamela
Smith and Benjamin Smith (Chicago, 2006); Michel Adgé, “L’art de l’hydraulique,” in
Canal royal de Languedoc: Le partage des eaux, ed. Conseil d’Architecture, d’Urbanisme
et de l’Environment de la Haute-Garonne (Caue, France, 1992), 202–3; Pierre Clément
and Alain Peyre, La voie Domitienne: De la Via Domitia aux routes de l’an 2000 (Mont-
pellier, France, 1991); and L. T. C. Rolt, From Sea to Sea: The Canal du Midi (London,
1973), 138.

3. Mary J. Carruthers, The Book of Memory: A Study of Memory in Medieval Culture
(Cambridge, 1990) and The Craft of Thought: Meditation, Rhetoric, and the Making of
Images, 400–1200 (Cambridge, 1998); Roland Bechmann, Villard de Honnecourt (Paris,
1993).

4. For classicists and their ways of reading classical culture, see Peter N. Miller,
Peiresc’s Europe: Learning and Virtue in the Seventeenth Century (New Haven, Conn.,
2000); Anthony Grafton, Commerce with the Classics: Ancient Books and Renaissance
Readers (Ann Arbor, Mich., 1997); Lisa Jardine, Erasmus: Man of Letters (Princeton, N.J.,
1993), 55–128; and Pamela O. Long, Openness, Secrecy, Authorship: Technical Arts and the
Culture of Knowledge from Antiquity to the Renaissance (Baltimore, 2001).

5. Clerville’s specifications were reproduced in Claude Bazin, “Bail et Adjudication
des Ouvrages à Faire pour La Continuation du Canal et du Port du Cette, 20 Août 1668,”
Archives de Canal du Midi (hereafter ACM), folder 7, item 12 (7/12), p. 9.

6. Adgé, “L’art de l’hydraulique,” 203.
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Riquet’s letter raises the fundamental questions for this paper: How was
hydraulic mortar remembered and used before its “rediscovery”? What did
Riquet, Colbert, and the Chevalier de Clerville know about pozzolan? Did
literate Frenchmen understand this technique as Roman? How did Riquet
know where to acquire this ingredient? What did French masons know
about the material? And how did they mix their cement?7 The limited evi-
dence of pozzolan use on the Canal du Midi cannot provide clear answers
to all these questions, but it can address them at least obliquely. It sheds
light on the power of vernacular or tacit knowledge as a carrier of classical
culture, and even suggests how the technique for making hydraulic cement
began to be formalized in seventeenth-century France.

There were a half-dozen instances by which pozzolan appeared (or
seemed to appear) to be cited in canal documents: 1) in the “Bail et Adjudi-
cation des Ouvrages à Faire pour La Continuation du Canal et du Port de
Cette, 20 Août 1668,” where “terres porcelaines” were specified for the mor-
tar in the seawall;8 2) in a letter from Riquet to Colbert in 1670 saying that
he had sent a ship to Italy to obtain pozzolan;9 3) in the devis or contract to
build a pont-aqueduc (aqueduct-bridge) over the Répudre River;10 4) in a
document from Riquet’s son, dated 1674, asking for additional funds to
repair the canal;11 5) in a letter from Clerville to Riquet in 1677 urging him
to use the pozzolan he had previously ordered;12 and 6) in the plans by
Sébastien Le Prestre Vauban during the 1690s for constructing additional
pont-aqueducs that specified a formula for hydraulic cement.13

Using pozzolan apparently had different significance to different
groups and changed over time. Making hydraulic cement seemed straight-
forward and commonplace to both masons and Clerville in 1668, when the
latter wrote the original specifications for the canal. The senior military
engineer felt no need to provide instructions for its use. But by the 1680s,
when his renowned successor Vauban was asked to help repair the canal
after it had been damaged by flooding, the situation had changed.14 Vauban
also called for pozzolan, but he provided a recipe for making hydraulic

7. For a discussion of artisanal knowledge in the Hapsburg Empire, see Smith, The
Body of the Artisan (n. 2 above).

8. Bazin.
9. Adgé, “L’art de l’hydraulique” (n. 2 above), 203.
10. For pozzolan in the pont-canal (bridge-canal), see “Devis des ouvrages de

Massonerie . . . à la construction d’un pont à la Rivière de Repude [sic], Octobre 1677,”
ACM, uncatalogued paper.

11. ACM, 12/10, p. 2.
12. “Clerville à Riquet, 3 juin 1677,” ACM, 31/39.
13. For Vauban’s formula, see Adgé, “L’art de l’hydraulique,” 202–3.
14. See Janice Langins, Conserving the Enlightenment: French Military Engineering

from Vauban to the Revolution (Cambridge, Mass., 2004); Sébastien Le Prestre Vauban, A
Manual of Siegecraft and Fortification, trans. George A. Rothrock (Ann Arbor, Mich.,
1968); Christopher Duffy, Siege Warfare: The Fortress in the Early Modern World, 1494–
1660 (London, 1985).
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cement,15 setting down on paper what had been tacit knowledge. Intrigu-
ingly, the engineer’s formula was similar to ones “discovered” in the eigh-
teenth century, raising questions about the meaning of rediscovery, mem-
ory, and technical amnesia in the history of science and engineering.

The Canal

The Canal du Midi was built during the 1660s through 1680s between
Toulouse and the Mediterranean in southwestern France, just north of the
Pyrenees. When completed, it was considered to be a wonder of the world
because it provided an inland navigation route from the Atlantic to the
Mediterranean. The canal started near Toulouse at the Garonne River that
flowed westward to the Atlantic Ocean; to the east, it extended for approx-
imately 168 kilometers to reach the Mediterranean and the small fishing
village of Sète. The canal required a hundred locks and extensive contour-
cutting to thread the waterway through the undulating countryside. In
many areas, the canal crossed rivers and streams that were prone to seasonal
flooding and required pont-aqueducs to carry it over the riverbeds. Both the
seawall at Sète and the aqueduct-bridges were built with pozzolan.16

The Canal du Midi was embraced by the king and his ministers less 
for its economic benefits than its military and propaganda value. They 
assumed that political power would lead to riches, not the other way
around.17 The waterway was meant to carry warships through French
land, thereby avoiding Gibraltar, the Spanish, and pirates. The dramatic
use of engineering was also intended to demonstrate the country’s capac-
ity to wrest the mantle of empire from the Hapsburgs and make France the
“New Rome.” According to commentators during the seventeenth century,
the ancient Romans had wanted to build a canal in Languedoc to connect
the Aude and Garonne rivers, but did not know how to design locks to

15. Vitruvius does not clarify the materials being combined with pozzolan for
hydraulic mortar or how they were prepared. This means that Vauban’s formula could
not be based on written sources alone; see Vitruvius (n. 1 above), 46–49.

16. The major books describing this history are Jean-Denis Bergasse, ed., Le Canal
du Midi, 4 vols. (Cessenon, France, 1985–86); Conseil d’Architecture, Canal royal de Lan-
guedoc (n. 2 above); André Maistre, Le canal des deux-mers: Canal royal du Languedoc,
1666–1810 (Paris, 1998); and Rolt (n. 2 above).

17. “Le 14 octobre 1666, L’arrêt d’adjudication des ouvrages à faire pour le canal de
communication des mers en Languedoc est promulgué. Ce même jour, le Roi ‘fait bail et
délivrance à M. de Riquet des ouvrages contenues au devis’ préalablement défini sous l’au-
torité du Chevalier de Clerville,” reprinted in “Edit du Roy pour la construction d’un
canal du communication des deux mers, Océane & Méditerrannée . . . octobre 1666,”
ACM, 03/10; “Riquet à Colbert, 20 décembre 1664,” ACM, 20/10. Charles Vallancey later
repeated the view that commerce followed Roman power; see his A Treatise on Inland
Navigation, or, the Art of Making Rivers Navigable: Of Making Canals in All Sorts of Soils,
and of Constructing Locks and Sluices (Dublin, 1763), 100.
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carry it over the hills. While the story of Roman failure was probably a
myth, it made the enterprise more appealing to the king, who approved it
in 1663.18

This political program of Roman emulation and extension was explicitly
referenced along the Canal du Midi. At the opening ceremonies in Toulouse,
for example, stones were laid bearing Latin inscriptions to commemorate
the event. At Naurouze, a reservoir was made into an octagonal basin to be
surrounded by arcades and adorned in the center with a neoclassical statue
of the king. Hydraulic cement could have been included in the classical ref-
erences associated with the canal, but (significantly) it was not.19

The project was an ambitious and risky enterprise because much of the
engineering was novel. Its participants designed new locks, developed
innovative techniques to build the port, and created aqueduct-bridges.
Pozzolan was important for many of these novelties, but again, it remained
uncelebrated. It was treated as a mundane material, not a valuable vestige
of Roman engineering.

The Canal du Midi was like other infrastructural projects of the period in
that it was contracted out to a wealthy financier. Riquet was awarded the
project in large part because he was a very successful tax farmer who had a
personal fortune to contribute to the work.20 With little sense of how difficult
the engineering would be, he agreed to complete the canal in four years.21 In

18. For Colbert’s propaganda efforts, see Peter Burke, Fabrication of Louis XIV (New
Haven, Conn., 1992), 58–59. For the program to present France as the New Rome, see
Jean-Marie Apostolidès, Le Roi-Machine: Spectacle et politique au temps de Louis XIV
(Paris, 1981), 29–34; and Chandra Mukerji, Territorial Ambitions and the Gardens of
Versailles (Cambridge, 1997), 142. For Claude Perrault’s use of Vitruvius during this
period for designing the arcade wall for the Louvre, see Antoine Picon, Claude Perrault
ou la curiosité d’un classique (Paris, 1989), chaps. 8 and 9; and Mukerji, Territorial Am-
bitions, 135–39.

19. See Matthieu de Mourgues, “Relation de la seconde navigation du Canal royal,
1683,” quoted by Philippe Delvit, “Un canal au Midi,” in Conseil d’Architecture, Canal
royal de Languedoc, 204–24. Louis de Froidour, Lettre à M. Barrillon Damoncourt . . . con-
tenant la relation & la déscription des travaux qui se sont en Languedoc, pour la communi-
cation des deux mers (Toulouse, 1672), 2, 28–29.

20. Chandra Mukerji, “Cartography, Entrepreneurialism, and Power in the Reign of
Louis XIV: The Case of the Canal du Midi,” in Merchants and Marvels: Commerce, Sci-
ence, and Art in Early Modern Europe, ed. Pamela Smith and Paula Findlen (New York,
2002), 248–76. The economics of this kind of civil-engineering project is also discussed
in Maistre, especially 65–81.

21. “Le 14 octobre 1666, L’arrêt d’adjudication” (n. 17 above). The contract for the
second enterprise gave Riquet four more years to finish the canal, but by 1679 the états
were still negotiating with the king about what and when to pay for the project. The
problems included determination of the amounts to be paid to landholders for indem-
nification of their holdings to be used for the canal; see “Extrait du cayer de délibérations
pris par les gens des trois Etats de la province du Languedoc . . . 12 janvier 1680,” ACM,
96/19, and the 1674 “Extrait du cayer de délibérations pris par les gens des trois Etats de
la province du Languedoc,” ACM, 96/13.
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fact (but not surprisingly in retrospect), the Canal du Midi and port at Sète
took twenty years to complete.22

Riquet was under continuous scrutiny during construction for a vari-
ety of reasons: because he had so little expertise in engineering; because
local notables opposed the project and sought to undermine his credibility;
and because Colbert worried he would siphon-off funds for his family.23

For all these reasons, the arrêt d’adjudication of 1666 authorizing the work
also prescribed a system of ongoing vérification (inspection). As a result,
there are extensive records of the canal’s construction that document,
among other things, where and (sometimes) how pozzolan was used for
building the Canal du Midi.24

The Significance

The story of hydraulic cement and the Canal du Midi in itself may have
only modest historical interest, but the case can tell us something about
classical learning and collective memory. In the different ways that hy-
draulic cement was remembered and forgotten by participants in the proj-
ect, we can see who knew about pozzolan and even, to some extent, how
they understood it.

According to the sociologists and historians who study them, collective
memories are sustained only by active effort: they require groups that find
them valuable and absorb them into ongoing social worlds.25 Using poz-

22. Maistre (n. 16 above), 15–64; Rolt (n. 2 above), 9–68. Bernard Forest de Belidor,
Architecture hydraulique, seconde partie qui comprend l’Art de diriger les eaux dès la mer &
des rivières à l’avantage de la défense des places, du commerce & de l’agriculture . . . (Paris,
1753), 2:352–57; Vallancey (n. 17 above), 100–102.

23. For evidence of Colbert’s support of the project, but his distrust of Riquet, see
“Clerville à Riquet, 26 avril 1669,” ACM, 31/26. For Colbert’s increasing anxiety about
Riquet’s (mis)uses of funds, see “Monseigneur Colbert à Riquet à Saint Germain, le 1er
avril 1667,” ACM, 20/32, and “Monseigneur Colbert à Riquet à Saint Germain, le 27 avril
1667,” ACM, 20/36. For opposition from the États, see Rolt, 90.

24. “Le 14 octobre 1666, L’arrêt d’adjudication” defined the terms of the contract for
building the Canal du Midi; see ACM, 3/10 and 20/21, p. 10. It specified the obligations
of the treasury, and contained the estimate for the work and plan of construction writ-
ten by Clerville. It also set out conditions for accessing monies from the treasury. These
included ongoing vérifications of the acquisition of lands and the progress of the canal.
The états agreed the next year to help fund it; see ACM, 96/3. For the permit to build the
rigole d’essai, the first step of the alimentation system, see ACM, 1/2 and 2/14. The arrêt
of 1666 did not specify all the details of construction, which came in 1668; see ACM,
9/12.

25. See, for example, Marie-Noëlle Bourguet, Lucette Valensi, and Nathan Wachtel,
eds., Between Memory and History (Chur, Switzerland, 1990); Michael Schudson, Water-
gate in American Memory (New York, 1992); Barry Schwartz, Abraham Lincoln and the
Forge of National Memory (Chicago, 2000); Laura Hein and Mark Selden, eds., Censoring
History: Citizenship and Memory in Japan, Germany, and the United States (Armonk,
N.Y., 2000); Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgment of Taste, trans.
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zolan to make hydraulic cement continued after the fall of Rome because
artisans in the building trades (and later the military engineers who worked
with them) still found it applicable to some particularly intractable prob-
lems of construction. As we shall see, hydraulic mortar was stripped of its
classical provenance and even became associated with alchemy. These con-
cealed the technique from the purview of text-oriented classicists and
placed it in the domain of the artisans using and preserving it.26 The result
was a collective form of amnesia as well as memory—a case of translation
in the service of cultural reproduction.

The evidence of hydraulic cement on the Canal du Midi not only con-
firms this pattern of collective memory, but also illustrates a familiar rela-
tionship between vernacular and formal knowledge in science and engi-
neering. The literature in science and technology studies (STS) abounds
with studies of unequal and contentious relations between those with ver-
nacular knowledge and those with formal expertise. Vernacular knowledge
has frequently been obtained from nonliterate informants and then used
to shape the formal knowledge of experts, as in, for example, the case of
colonial plant hunters who relied on indigenous informants and based
their “discoveries” on what they learned.27 The “rediscovery” of hydraulic
cement was not so clearly this kind of transfer, since Vitruvius did men-
tion pozzolan in a classical text, hence conferring upon it some formal
standing during the early modern period. But the technique for using it
was not formally recorded, so it was preserved tacitly, not in texts but in
practice.

The first step in transferring tacit knowledge about how to use pozzolan
to make hydraulic mortar was to set down these practices in writing.
Hydraulic cement was one of a number of techniques brought into the
engineering literature during this period.28 Its provenance was reasserted as

Richard Nice (Cambridge, Mass., 1984). For another example from the Canal du Midi,
see Mukerji, “Women Engineers and the Culture of the Pyrenees” (n. 2 above).

26. See Smith, The Body of the Artisan (n. 2 above); and Long (n. 4 above).
27. Londa Schiebinger, Plants and Empire: Bio-Prospecting in the Atlantic World

(Cambridge, Mass., 2004); Richard Grove, Green Imperialism: Colonial Expansion, Trop-
ical Island Edens, and the Origins of Environmentalism, 1600–1860 (Cambridge, 1995),
especially 133–45. For other examples of formal and informal knowledge in the STS lit-
erature, see Steven Epstein, Impure Science: AIDS, Activism, and the Politics of Knowledge
(Berkeley, Calif., 1996); Judith Carney, “Landscapes of Technology Transfer: Rice Culti-
vation and African Continuities,” Technology and Culture 37 (1996): 5–35; Harold Cook,
Trials of an Ordinary Doctor: Joannes Groenevelt in Seventeenth-Century London (Balti-
more, 1994). For the interest in craft knowledge for formal learning in eighteenth-cen-
tury France, see John Pannabecker, “Representing Mechanical Arts in Diderot’s Encyclo-
pédie,” Technology and Culture 39 (1998): 33–73.

28. For Vauban’s concern about the mortality of engineers and loss of institutional
memory, see Langins (n. 14 above), 50–51. For his use of classical precepts derived from
Italian precedents in the defense of places, see Vauban (n. 14 above), 121–36; Duffy (n.
14 above), 23–139; Langins, 13–84, 107–13; Albert de Rochas d’Aiglun, Vauban, sa 
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classical and hence a matter of interest to an educated elite; in this way, it
was readied for “rediscovery.”

Material and Textual Memories of Pozzolan

The pozzolan (or pozzolana) used by the Romans to make hydraulic
mortar was sand containing volcanic ash found along the coastal regions of
Italy south of Rome. Hydraulic cement was found in most parts of the
Roman Empire, often made with local substitutes for pozzolan such as trass
in northern Europe (particularly Germany and the Netherlands) and the
calcaire du Bathonien et du Bajocien supérieur in Provence. In spite of its
widespread use, formulas for hydraulic mortar were not uniformly remem-
bered after the fall of the empire. Buildings in England, Spain, Portugal, and
the Low Countries all indicated a period of distinct decline in the quality of
mortar during the medieval period, while many structures in southern
France and Italy showed no such pattern.29

In the nineteenth century, architect Jean-Baptiste Rondelet studied
mortars in historic buildings and found that hydraulic cement was in con-
tinual use in parts of France and Italy. We may question Rondelet’s dating
and analytic practices, but his research nonetheless supports the thesis that
hydraulic cement remained an active part of tacit knowledge. And this
would explain the unquestioned and unremarkable use of pozzolan for
constructing the Canal du Midi.30

famille et ses écrits, ses oisivetés et sa correspondance: analyse et extraits (Geneva, 1972),
vol. 1; see also Belidor (n. 22 above), and Long.

29. See Victor Mortet, Un formulaire du VIIIe siècle pour les fondations d’édifices et de
ponts (Paris, 1908), especially 24–30. This work describes methods for building bridges
without hydraulic mortar. It recommends setting pilings in water by building a set of
temporary walls in a river and pumping water out from this area. But hydraulic mortar
was still mentioned in the medieval period. For the use of calcaire du Bathonien et du
Bajocien supérieur for producing hydraulic cement in Provence, see Phillipe Bernardi,
Métier du bâtiment et techniques de construction à Aix-en-Provence à la fin de l’époque
gothique (Aix-en-Provence, France, 1995), 169–76. For the disappearance of durable
mortar with hydraulic properties in England, Spain, Portugal, and the Low Countries,
see Nicola Coldstream, Medieval Craftsmen: Masons and Sculptors (London, 1991); Mal-
colm Hislop, Medieval Masons (Princes Risborough, U.K., 2000), especially 29–31,
36–40; and Karen Kingsley, “Visigoth Architecture in Spain and Portugal” (Ph.D. diss.,
University of California, Berkeley, 1979), especially 107–10. There is also evidence of a
new spate of building in stone in France (particularly the north) during the eleventh cen-
tury; see Jean-Marie Pesez, “La Renaissance de la construction en pierre après l’An Mil,”
in Pierre et métal dans le bâtiment au Moyen Age, ed. Odette Chapelot and Paul Benoît
(Paris, 1985), 197–207. This did not always result in construction with hydraulic cement;
see, for example, Jean-Pierre Leguay, “L’approvisionnement des chantiers Bretons en
matériaux de construction aux XIVe et XVe siècles,” in Pierre et métal dans le bâtiment au
Moyen Age, 27–79, especially 32–33, 42–43. See also Jean-Baptiste Rondelet, Traité
théorique et pratique de l’Art de bâtir (Paris, 1864), 1:140.

30. See Rondelet, 1:115–56, especially 1:132–41, and Smith, The Body of the Artisan.



31. For Byzantine building practices and their mortar, see Cyril Mango, Byzantine
Architecture (New York, 1974), 14–20. Mango explicitly contrasts the Roman use of mor-
tar to the absence of this material in Byzantine buildings. See also T. E. Lawrence, Cru-
sader Castles (London, 1937), especially 25–34, for surprisingly detailed descriptions of
castle architecture both in the eastern Mediterranean and France. He showed that many
features of castles in southern France were derived from Roman models and built before
the First Crusade.

32. Rondelet, 1:137, mentions the use of trass in Holland and compares it to poz-
zolana.

33. Kingsley, 107–10.
34. See Coldstream (n. 29 above), 5–19, for masons in England and the international

character of masons’ expertise. There were also guilds associated with larger cities and
rules that governed the entire craft; see Robert Frekke Gould, The History of Freemasonry
(Edinburgh, 1884–86), vol. 1, and for France especially, 1:178–211.
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The problem is tracing how hydraulic mortar could have been sustained
as a form of practice-based collective memory before this time. Tacit and
text-based forms of memory, for example, did not seem to move in tandem.
While Byzantine scholars were studying Vitruvius, builders in that realm
stopped using hydraulic cement. They maintained many Roman construc-
tion methods during the Middle Ages, but not the use of cement. In this
case, theoretical and practical knowledge of ancient building techniques
were independent forms of collective memory.31

The decline in the quality of mortar in England and the Netherlands
has traditionally been associated with the loss of ancient texts; but if text-
based and tacit memory of ancient techniques were independent, the poor
quality of mortars in northern Europe could not have resulted from a lack
of books; neither was lack of materials the source of decline. Even in
Roman times, northern Europeans used trass as a substitute for pozzolan.32

Moreover, hydraulic mortar disappeared in Spain and Portugal even
though pozzolan would have been as easy to obtain there as in France.
Access to materials alone cannot account for the disappearance of hy-
draulic cement.33

Perhaps regional differences among artisans contributed to whether
they remembered hydraulic mortar. But masons were the most mobile of
artisans, being recruited from many parts of Europe for large projects and
living together in lodges. They shared knowledge more than did members
of most craft guilds.34

It appears that there were only a limited number of sites in Europe
where the difficulty or expense of obtaining pozzolan didn’t outweigh its
usefulness. Perhaps the material was a familiar item of trade along certain
routes, or it could be that chronic problems like flooding or storm damage
made hydraulic cement of ongoing value in particular regions; perhaps
military engineers adopted the technique and spread its use after the intro-
duction of cannons and growth of siege warfare. In any case, contractors,
military engineers, and artisans working on the Mediterranean side of the
Canal du Midi knew how to use pozzolan to build the seawall at Sète 



35. Smith, The Body of the Artisan (n. 2 above), 144. It is interesting to note in rela-
tion to her argument that most of the tools used by stonemasons during the Middle Ages
were in fact derived from classical models. See Jean-Claude Bessac, Outillage traditionel
du tailleur de pierre de l’Antiquité à nos jours (Paris, 1986), 35, 50–51, 66–67, 83–84, 113–
14, 133–36, 147, 152, 163, 169–70.

36. The Pirotechnia of Vannoccio Biringuccio: The Classic Sixteenth-Century Treatise
on Metals and Metallurgy, trans. Cyril Stanley Smith and Martha Teach Gnudi (Minne-
ola, N.Y., 1990), 336.
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and the pont-aqueducs that carried the canal over the swirling rivers of
Languedoc.

An Artisanal Epistemology

Pamela Smith’s recent work on artisanal epistemology provides a way of
understanding this collective memory of hydraulic cement. She not only
describes the use of pozzolan by artisans in the Holy Roman Empire, but
also makes the case that it was part of an epistemology grounded in practice,
pointing to the sixteenth-century Pirotechnia by Vannoccio Biringuccio.
This early-modern text described the knowledge of making good mortars
not as a product of classical culture, but rather as the result of experiments
with fire by alchemists. If the French shared this understanding, it would
explain why hydraulic cement on the Canal du Midi was not promoted as
Roman and hence not discussed much beyond the building trades.35

Biringuccio classified the production of both bricks and mortar as al-
chemical transformations. He described alchemists as “manipulators and
true physicians of mineral bodies, purging them of superfluities and assist-
ing them by augmenting their virtue and freeing them from their defects.”36

He admitted to being skeptical about many claims regarding alchemy, but
said that alchemists did indeed “have a knowledge of the nature of metals,
of simple and compound materials, and . . . how to administer the fires,
make furnaces, and prepare vessels according to the effects that are sought
after.” Alchemical knowledge, in other words, was acquired through experi-
ment and focused on the transformation of materials, particularly with heat.

Biringuccio specifically denied that knowledge of bricks and mortar
came from the ancients. He characterized their discovery as “an art known
not only to skillful men but also to the unskilled ones by whom it is prac-
ticed, [an art] made for the purpose of building.” This was knowledge
honed and sustained by practice alone. Fire could make limestone soft and
soft clay durable, transforming materials to give them the desired proper-
ties. Knowing how to balance dryness with moisture was the trick in mak-
ing good, durable cement. The dryness of lime could be balanced by the
fundamental moistness of “pozzulana” sand (found mainly along rivers).
The resulting material hardened in wet conditions and maintained its
strength even as it cured because the pozzulana prevented the mortar from



37. Ibid., 338, 395–98; cited material is on 338 and 395.
38. Bazin (n. 5 above); Josef W. Konvitz, Cities and the Sea: Port City Planning in

Early Modern Europe (Baltimore, 1978), 73–89, especially 78–81; Alain Degage,“Un nou-
veau port en Languedoc (de la fin du XVIe siècle au début du XVIIIe),” in Histoire de
Sète, ed. Jean Sagnes (Toulouse, 1987), 47–52.

39. Degage, 47–52; François de Dainville, Cartes anciennes du Languedoc, XVIe–
XVIIIe Siècles (Montpellier, France, 1961), 58–59.

40. For the port at Frontignan and its demise, see Alain Degage, “Le port de Sète:
Proue méditerreanéenne du canal de Riquet,” in Bergasse (n. 16 above), 4:265–306, espe-
cially 268; Degage, “Un nouveau port en Languedoc,” 41–47; and Achille Munier, Fronti-
gnan (1874; reprint, Nîmes, France, 1993), 143–48, 240–41.
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drying out completely and returning to dust. In Biringuccio’s world, hy-
draulic mortar had no classical roots or secrets to discover.37

The Port of Sète and Acquisition of Pozzolan in 1670

In southwestern France during the seventeenth century, it is possible
that hydraulic cement was understood in Biringuccio’s terms. This would
explain why no one heralded it as an inheritance from the ancients. It was
known to exist; artisans could mix and use it and its hydraulic virtues pro-
duced useful applications for military and civil engineers, but it seemed to
carry no particular additional cultural importance.

Hydraulic mortar was first used on the Canal du Midi for constructing
a seawall at Sète.38 Engineering the harbor was difficult; the flows of sand
along the coast as well as the storms that battered the region worked against
the natural development of deep-water ports.39 Shallow salt ponds formed
behind shifting sand dunes. Rivers that disgorged their waters into the sea
sometimes broke through coastal shoals and ponds, creating a grau or
channel between the inland rivers and the Mediterranean. But these river
deltas became progressively shallower by sand building up and cutting off
new ponds, and dunes would again face the Mediterranean.40

Construction of the harbor at Sète had begun even before Riquet pro-
posed the Canal du Midi. As minister of the navy as well as the treasury,
Colbert wanted a permanent port in Languedoc. Clerville recommended
the fishing village at the foot of Mont Saint-Clair because it was physically
stable, and the outcropping of pink marble could be quarried to build jet-
ties, the harbor, and a new city to service the port. He brought Regnier
Jennse, a Dutch engineer, as well as César d’Arcons, “personne très enten-
due en la nature des mers” (an expert on seas), to investigate the problem.
They wanted the port to be on the inland side of Mont Saint-Clair, where
there was a salt pond. It seemed to be naturally protected from the sea. A
canal could form a permanent grau through the sand, and a lock system in
the Dutch style could raise and lower vessels, connecting the harbor to the
sea. To protect the entrance to the channel and keep it free of sand, Clerville



41. This visit of experts to the area is discussed by Degage in “Le port de Sète,”
4:269–70. For Clerville’s plan for Sète, see Konvitz, 79–80; Degage, “Un nouveau port en
Languedoc,” 50–51; and Dainville, 56–62.

42. Bazin.
43. Ibid., 13–14.
44. Jacques Heyman, The Stone Skeleton: Structural Engineering of Masonry Archi-

tecture (Cambridge, 1995).
45. “Lettre de Riquet à Colbert du 18 janvier 1670,” ACM, 23/4. A toise is 1.949

meters, or 6.396 feet. Was part of the slow start at Sète a problem with the original con-
tract? No provision for the port was included in the original plan of 1666 that was
approved by the king, but the port was included in the devis of 1668; see ACM, 3/10 and
7/12, and Maistre, 65–69.

46. For stone wall construction using concrete, see Vitruvius (n. 1 above), 51–58;
Rabun Taylor, Roman Builders: A Study in Architectural Process (Cambridge, 2003),
92–115. For the use of pozzolan, see Vitruvius, 46–49; for Riquet’s use of the material, see
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proposed a mole, or seawall. It was to be built like an arm with an angle so
as to enclose the area.41

Work on the harbor started, but it was slow and plagued with problems.
The design was also contested. Consequently, Riquet proposed to make it
the Mediterranean port for the Canal du Midi. A new devis for the work
was signed by the Chevalier de Clerville in 1668: “Since the . . . seawall
would be eroded away little by little if it were not [fortified] against the
winds and sea, [it should have a] casement under water of mortar with poz-
zolan [terres porcelanes]. . . .”42 The seawall would rise five meters above sea
level and would be built with two sloping exterior walls of cut-stone
masonry and an interior one made from a mixture of stones, sand, and
concrete.43

Clerville did not use Vitruvius’s term pozzulana nor the French poz-
zolane in the 1668 specifications, but rather “terres porcelanes.” He might
have been confusing pozzolan with the crushed bricks or fired ceramics
(porcelaine) that were also used for making durable cement. If this term was
imprecise, Clerville was clear that there was a technique for making hy-
draulic cement with a substance that sounded like porcelane. Masons knew
about it and recognized its usefulness for building structures under water.
In other words, the military engineer referred more to a practice than a
substance and did not worry about the proper nomenclature.44

In early 1670, Riquet wrote enthusiastically to Colbert that he would
“be able to produce a hundred toises [two hundred meters] of jetties a year,
and maybe more than that if the funds are adequate.”45 And in December
of the same year, Riquet wrote Colbert that he had sent a ship to Italy to
obtain pozzolan.46

Where did Riquet get the idea of using pozzolan? Historian of technol-
ogy L. T. C. Rolt argues that the substance had been used for locks on the
Canal du Briare earlier in the seventeenth century and that Riquet simply



47. Rolt (n. 2 above), 75.
48. “Clerville à Riquet, 3 juin 1677,” ACM, 31/39.
49. For an example of Colbert’s anxiety about the materials being used at Sète, see

“Colbert à Riquet, 6 juillet 1672,” ACM, 14/80. See also Bazin (n. 5 above), 6–14, for what
was done to ensure the stability of the seawall and to enclose the port and protect it from
storms, sand, and silting. See “Colbert à Riquet, 6 décembre 1670,” ACM, 14/62. Louis de
Froidour, who studied the plan for the port and interviewed local seamen about the
problems in this part of the Mediterranean, had pointed out in 1668 how fast storms
could develop in this region; see Froidour (n. 19 above), 62–63.
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copied this precedent.47 If so, hydraulic cement was more widely used in
France than even Rondelet had suspected. After all, the Canal du Briare was
near Paris, not in Provence or Languedoc. But it is not clear that Rolt is cor-
rect. While it was true that Riquet visited the Canal du Briare and consulted
with Hector de Boutheroüe, Sieur de Bourgneuf, one of the owners of that
waterway, it is also true that Clerville explicitly claimed to be the source of
the idea. He wrote Riquet in 1677 that the entrepreneur should be sure to
use the pozzolan that he had ordered.48 Clerville also specified using poz-
zolan in the 1668 contract. But hydraulic mortar might have been widely
used for both military and civil engineering, which would make the search
for a single source of knowledge for hydraulic cement unproductive.

If engineers and artisans seemed to agree about the efficacy of hydraulic
cement made with pozzolan, Colbert did not. As the architect of the pro-
paganda program to make France the New Rome, he could have compared
Sète to the great Roman harbor at Ostia. Instead, the minister told Riquet
that he was worried about the seawall because it was being built with rub-
ble and mortar rather than large blocks of cut stone. His anxieties were
confirmed when a tempest hit Sète in January 1671, battering the shore of
Languedoc for four days. Sixty-four ships hurried into the port for safety.
Most survived the storm, but the seawall suffered extensive damage; two
hundred and seventy toises remained, twelve hundred toises had been lost.
It was a public-relations disaster. Notables who were at Sète for the holidays
were on hand to witness much of the mole being carried away by the sea.
The minister was embarrassed, angry, and convinced that Riquet’s poor
supervision and cost-cutting techniques, and not the natural characteristics
of the coast, were responsible for the disaster. He instructed Riquet to
henceforward put good masonry on the exterior of the seawall and jetty,
use stones of good size to make the structures stable, and spend more time
at Sète to oversee the work. The object of his ire was the rubble-and-mor-
tar construction that had been so successful at Ostia.49

In the end, the mole at Sète was made with both pozzolan and the stone-
facing the minister desired. As Riquet’s son later put it: “The great seawall [at
Sète] has a base built with pozzolan, a stone facing from the base up to the
superstructure, and a double set of steps to climb to the top of the seawall.”50



51. In 1668, Riquet continued to submit accounts of his expenses to the états, hop-
ing to be reimbursed, but in 1674 he was still having problems gaining control of the
land he needed. See the vérification by the Sieur de Montbel in 1674 for payments to
property holders near the canal, which were also meant to come from the états (ACM,
96/13), and “Riquet à Monsieigneur, [illegible] 1668,” ACM, 7/2.

52. “Devis des ouvrages de Massonerie” (n. 10 above). For the new work structure,
see Memoire des choses nécessaires, ACM, 17/12. For an analysis of prototypes rather than
formal measurements in craft modes of construction, see David Turnbull, Masons,
Tricksters, and Cartographers (Amsterdam, 2000).
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The documents on hydraulic cement at Sète suggest that Clerville and
the masons who built the seawall viewed pozzolan as a familiar ingredient,
not as a valuable piece of classical learning. The tax farmer and entrepre-
neur Riquet seemed more excited about importing pozzolan, but may sim-
ply have been hoping to make the work easier and cheaper. In any case,
there was no indication during this period that pozzolan was associated
with text-based classical culture or the engineering genius of Rome.

Le Répudre and the Use of Pozzolan

The pont-aqueduc Le Répudre was another vexed, but important site
built with hydraulic cement on the Canal du Midi. This bridge-like aque-
duct was designed to carry the entire canal over a ravine or gully cut by the
Répudre River. There were precedents for aqueducts, of course; the Romans
had built long and multilevel ones like the Pont du Garde, but these carried
only narrow channels of water. None was wide or deep enough for a navi-
gational canal or meant to carry such a weight of water.

In the period when building began on Le Répudre, the Canal du Midi
was already in its later stages. Colbert was angry that the canal had not been
finished in the four years he had allotted for the project—or even, for that
matter, in eight years. The États du Languedoc were refusing to pay because
the work was not progressing and the minister did not want to be stuck
with the bill. These landed elites were opposed to the canal and therefore
happy to find fault with it. Many had developed a strong antipathy to the
tax farmer Riquet and hoped to quash his project by withholding funds.51

The entrepreneur responded by subcontracting out parts of the canal
such as locks, drains, bridges, and even lengths of the channel itself. This
placed the work and some of its profits into the hands of local engineers
and small entrepreneurs for whom the États had no antipathy. When spec-
ifications for each contract were determined, Riquet used a bidding process
for the work. Le Répudre was bundled into a package of jobs (two sets of
locks and the pont-canal, or canal bridge) contracted in 1677 to a local
entrepreneur named Immanuel d’Estan and to the younger Boyer, a man
recommended by Clerville.52

The pont-aqueduc was composed of a central arch resting on two pilings



53. “Devis des ouvrages de Massonerie.”
54. Gustavo Giovannoni, “Building and Engineering,” in The Legacy of Rome, ed.

Cyril Bailey (1923; reprint, Oxford, 1940), 429–74. For pozzolan in the pont-canal, see
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that reached down into a deep ravine where sometimes the river flowed, and
sometimes swelled and tore through the countryside. The superstructure
had a wide base anchored carefully to the arch. It cut across the ravine at a
narrow point, and then followed the curve of the adjacent hills to make a
horizontal U-shape. The pont-aqueduc itself was built on top of the base; it
had wide, sloping sides to form the main channel. The superstructure
included banks to the canal that served as towpaths for the horses pulling
the barges. On the outside of the towpaths there were four-foot-high walls
or exterior railings; at their bases, these walls had holes for draining excess
water either borne by floods or raised by splashing of the barges. The design
ensured that water would not rise high enough so as to exert additional pres-
sure on the exterior walls.53

Most of the stonework was done with familiar Roman techniques. At
the corners, rectangular stones were set in alternating directions to create a
sequence of interspersed “fingers” that helped secure together the two wall
faces. On arches, but under the facing, some of the stones forming the vault
were elongated, creating a pattern of radiating spokes into the interior of
the structure that helped connect the walls above the arches to the pillars
beneath. These were elements of Roman construction that were routine to
masons of the period and evidence of tacit knowledge of Roman building
practices.54

Since its footings had to sit in a deep, wet ravine, the foundations of the
bridge were built with hydraulic cement. The masonry for the superstruc-
ture could in principle dry in the air, but it too was supposed to contain:

mortar made with lime and pozzolan [poscolaine] to assure that the
walls of the canal do not deform or bend over the central vault. . . .
Plus [the] whole exterior facing and most of the interior will be made
of cut stone, well shaped, and joined with mortar made with cement
and pozzolan [poscolaino], and the center of the pilings of rubble
made with lime and sand.55

The subcontractor Immanuel d’Estan readily agreed to these specifica-
tions and also to purchase pozzolan from Riquet at a predetermined price.
This ensured that Riquet’s shipload of pozzolan would find use on the
canal, but it also suggests there were alternative sources of the material that
subcontractors could have employed.56



defined the bridge. Masons were paid by the cubic foot of what they built, and the con-
tract for the work matched this tradition. Of course, the cost of each square foot de-
pended on the type of construction and materials used, so these also were mentioned.
The documents did not describe the methods of construction, however. The assumption
being that masons or civil engineers knew the techniques for building things better than
anyone who would hire them, contracts stated that work would follow the specifications
of the devises, use the volume of stonework to determine payments, and measure the
quality of the result by extant “normal standards” of building.
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In the first attempt to build the pont-canal, the bridge footings for Le
Répudre were damaged by floods and had to be repaired. The final struc-
ture was “verified” in 1677 by the Chevalier de Clerville, who found that

the problems of flooding have been surmounted, and the two piers 
for the bridge have been rebuilt of the most beautiful cut stone that
one has ever seen, not to mention that this bridge is of a singular
design since a navigation canal is carried on the arcade of a bridge.57

At Le Répudre, the quality of the stonecutting and the strength of the struc-
ture may have depended on the quality of the mortar made with pozzolan,
but for Clerville, the cement was literally not worth mentioning.

Convergence of Formal and Tacit Knowledge in 
Military Engineering

The use of pozzolan was also recommended by Vauban in 1685–1686.
He had been asked to reduce the recurrent flooding and silting problems on
the Mediterranean side of the Canal du Midi.58 Where rivulets disgorged
water directly into the main channel, he built drains on the far bank to dis-
charge any excess; where rivers carried mud and debris into the canal and
caused silting problems, he proposed new pont-canaux (canal bridges) that
would carry the canal over the offending waterways. In cases in which these
rivers were used to resupply the canal, weirs diverted water into settling
ponds, where it was divested of most of its silt before being redirected into
the canal. Although expensive, these reforms ensured that the canal would
be easier to maintain and use over time.59

Vauban designed these structures from both principle and experience.
The designs for the pont-canaux were derived from Le Répudre and the
tacit knowledge inherent to it. They were also built by using computations
he had developed to ensure the strength of his fortress design and con-
struction. These systematically made his structures more robust.60 Based on



61. Quoted in Adgé, “L’art de l’hydraulique” (n. 2 above), 203 (my translation).
62. Vauban quoted and translated in Langins, 79.
63. Langins, 13–39; Duffy (n. 14 above), especially 43–139.
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his experience with Le Répudre, he also prescribed hydraulic cement for his
pont-canaux and formalized a recipe for it:

The best cement of lime, sand, and pozzolan [possolane] or pulverized
brick is passed through a baker’s basket, making sure to regulate the
proportions according to the formula: two-fifths of lime with three-
fifths of sand, and all of it sifted through a sieve to remove little peb-
bles, and for better cement, the same amount of lime with two of
pozzolan [possolane] well pulverized and passed through a baker’s 
basket, and for a long time ground together.61

Vauban’s formula was striking for several reasons: for one thing, it did not
copy Vitruvius; although Vauban was an educated man, it was apparently
based on tacit rather than formal knowledge. His formula was also similar
to the one later used by Antoine-Joseph Loriot that was described by Ron-
delet, which suggests that their experiments in the eighteenth century were
based on Vauban’s or a similar prescription.

Vauban’s precision about proportions and the proper preparation
apparently made sense to experimentalists. But the military engineer’s rea-
sons for articulating the formula were grounded not in science, but in the
reality of soldiers’ short lives.62 Vauban recognized the value of experience,
but was also aware that few military engineers were fortunate enough to
live beyond forty years of age. This is why he advocated formal education
and formalization of practices: he wanted to quickly teach new engineers
the useful techniques they needed for battle.63

Vauban spoke with the voice of his profession and made public the pri-
vate concerns of men who practiced the art of war. Jean Errard de Bar-le-
Duc, a military engineer for Henri IV, had made a similar point early in the
seventeenth century. He argued in La fortification reduicte en Art et démon-
strée en geométrie (not published until the nineteenth century) that military
men needed to learn geometry because formal methods were the most effi-
cient means to communicate plans and strategies. They were equally vital
to technical innovation, scheduling, and good masonry, responsibilities
that were part of his job.64

Because of cannon warfare, military engineering had become strategi-
cally vital at the time Errard was writing. Old wall systems could not stand
against the new arts of war. Italian military engineers responded by designing
new ones, relying on a combination of tacit and formal knowledge to devise
systems of defenses. They worked with star-shaped bastions derived from
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Vitruvius, but used experience to arrange complicated constellations of
sloped walls that could withstand sieges from cannon fire.65 As ingénieurs du
roi, Italian engineers imported these systems to France66 and taught these
techniques to French military men.67 Errard worked in this tradition.

Geometry was clearly useful for arranging battlements, but it also pro-
vided an interesting link between tacit and formal techniques of construc-
tion. For masons, geometrical measurement was a central part of their
craft; the ruler and protractor symbolized their occupation; and fees for
their work were calculated from the volume of their structures. They might
have used templates rather than geometry for the arches and walls of cathe-
drals as David Turnbull has suggested,68 but they did not lose the ability to
build measured structures.69

Memory, measurement, and secrecy were essential elements of military
as well as artisanal culture. Keeping strategic information and useful skills
secret was important, but losing expertise when soldiers died was a threat
to the continuance of the army. The balance between maintaining secrets
and teaching the arts of war changed during the seventeenth century.

When the Chevalier de Clerville started working for Louis XIV, secrecy
was a key virtue in soldiers. Military engineers had vast libraries of manu-
script maps that they kept concealed rather than published. Anne Blan-
chard has argued that French military engineers were probably the most
prolific, and perhaps the most skilled, cartographers of the period, but their
work was secret. Ellis Veryard has ratified this view. He wrote that the
French used surveys extensively for military espionage, and that they took
careful measurements of the lands and fortresses of their enemies before
initiating a siege.70

Clerville was a man of this military culture. He was literate, skilled in
calculation, and good at patronage politics, but was no scholar and author.
He did not publish books like his successor Vauban, but he was a precise
observer, clear writer, good cost estimator, and (in most circumstances) a
reliable builder. His devises (contract estimates) and judgments were based
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on formal principles, but his engineering skills were practical. He did not
cite the ancients nor rely on geometry as did Errard or Vauban. Nonethe-
less, he knew what masons could build and what it would or should cost to
erect a wall, cut a canal, or lay out a seawall.71

Vauban derided Clerville as uneducated and inexpert. Antoine de Ni-
quet, who succeeded Clerville as supervising engineer for the Canal du
Midi, accused the old soldier of graft.72 Though Clerville was neither an
ideal military engineer nor completely honest man, the gulf between him
and both Vauban and Niquet was generational, not simply personal.73 Vau-
ban studied the classics and trained in mathematics and insisted that sol-
diers in his engineering corps do the same. As the head military engineer of
the French army, he began testing soldiers for their mathematical abilities
before allowing them to enter his service.74 He even asked Joseph Sauveur,
a mathematician and membre associé of the Académie des Sciences, to help
him examine candidates for the engineering corps. Military engineering
under Vauban became not only a military role, but also an area of study.75



76. Vauban wrote a great deal but rarely tried to have it published (Langins, 50–51).
Being more interested in siegecraft, he was even somewhat antischolarly and antisys-
tematic in so far as building was concerned: “Vauban’s improvements in the mode of
attacking fortresses were the most considerable and the most lasting of his service to the
art of war, and he put a seal to them by writing his treatises. . . . But he did not leave his
mark on the art of fortification to a corresponding degree, nor has he put on paper with
the same completeness his ideas respecting it” (Langins, 52); see also Langins, 51, and
Vauban, 1–95.

77. Vauban to Le Peletier; Belidor quoted and translated in Langins, 228; see also
Long (n. 4 above). Louis de Cormontaigne, another major writer on military engineering
in the early eighteenth century, was not a man of rank or learning, but he had massive
experience in sieges. His writings were circulated in manuscript form during his lifetime,
helping to reproduce the world of secrecy and tacit knowledge that was also being eroded
by the written articulation of engineering techniques (Langins, 98). Vauban, then, was one
among many military engineers who made his principles of military engineering and
architecture more precise than before, but still took part in a world of engineers who, like
Clerville, were prone to rely on tacit knowledge and promote secrecy.
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Clerville and Vauban were on opposite sides of a cultural divide in
established military engineering that relied on both tacit and formal
knowledge. Both men were literate and experienced in siege warfare.76 Cler-
ville protected secrets in his engineering, in his devises for the canal, and in
his relationship to Riquet; Vauban, on the other hand, wanted to codify
tacit knowledge so that it would not be lost in war and could be perfected
over time. This tension between the inductive and deductive modes of
thought—that is, working from experience or from principles—was not
resolved by these men, but in this instance it can help explain how knowl-
edge of hydraulic cement was transferred in the military from tacit to for-
mal knowledge.77

Vauban respected the two ways of knowing and recognized the power
of memory in both. As he worked, he formalized what he and other engi-
neers learned from experience. This included what was learned from arti-
sans as well as gentlemen soldiers. When he was appointed head of French
military engineers, Vauban became the architect of the “New Rome.” And
as he labored to establish the French state as the material descendent of
Rome, he also committed onto paper the collective memories of the classi-
cal past that had previously been maintained through tacit knowledge.

Conclusions

Documentation of the use of pozzolan along the Canal du Midi pro-
vides useful if somewhat limited access to the worlds of craft knowledge
and formal learning during a period when tacit ancient knowledge was
brought into modern scholarship. These documents illustrate how in the
process of creating a state infrastructure, masons, entrepreneurs, and mili-
tary engineers unified differing strands of classical culture. Tacit knowledge



of hydraulic cement, unlike text-based forms of knowledge, had no single,
authentic original form. The cement used by the ancients could be made
with trass, pozzolan or porcelane, or even calcaire du Bathonien et du Bajo-
cien supérieur.78 Any of these substances added to standard mortar in the
proper proportions produced durable cement with hydraulic properties.

The first step in formalizing hydraulic cement as a classical technique
was its codification as a singular object that could be known and studied.
When Vauban recorded instructions for making hydraulic cement, he
helped initiate a change not only in knowledge of ancient mortars, but in
the definition of what there was to know. Hydraulic cement became an
object of curiosity that now had an origin and an authentic formula. The
technique had a knowable form that could be specified and recovered.
Hydraulic cement was ready to be discovered by science.

In the eighteenth century, Antoine-Joseph Loriot and Polycarpe de la
Faye in France and Bry Higgins and John Smeaton in England all studied
the chemistry and curing of mortars. Their work has been recognized as the
formal “rediscovery” of Roman cement.79 But these men did not work in a
vacuum: they were faced with a problem of knowledge for which there were
some solutions. The formula that Loriot developed bore striking resem-
blance to the one prescribed by Vauban for building pont-canaux on the
Canal du Midi.

This coincidence raises questions about the meaning of rediscovery
during this period. Since knowledge of Roman cement had been unknown
to classicists who were striving to understand Europe’s Roman heritage
prior to the eighteenth century, in one sense hydraulic cement had been lost
before its rediscovery. On the other hand, what these men scientifically
rediscovered during the eighteenth century was a set of practices that had
never been entirely forgotten. As hydraulic cement formally entered sci-
ence, it was once again stripped of its provenance. This time, it lost its arti-
sanal ancestry and, in the hands of the new experimentalists, once again
became Roman.
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